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09 September 2022 
 
DG COMM’s Public Opinion Monitoring Unit has assembled a range of recent surveys and polls from across 
the EU giving insight into how citizens see Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the array of sanctions taken by the 
EU and its international allies. These polls were published from the 1st until the 9th of September 2022. Key 
findings are based on two multi-countries surveys as well as on surveys conducted in Austria, Bulgaria, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, The Netherlands and Slovakia:  
 
• Approval of sanctions: The recent Eurobarometer shows that almost 78% of Europeans support 

economic sanctions imposed by the EU on Russian government, companies, and individuals. The highest 
level of agreement for this action is among respondents in Portugal (94%), Poland (93%) and Denmark 
(93%), while it is lowest in Cyprus (49%) and Bulgaria (46%), see more here. 

 

• Economic consequences of the war in Ukraine: Almost nine in ten respondents agree the war in Ukraine 
has had serious economic consequences for their country (88%), with just over four in ten (41%) totally 
agreeing. 10% disagree and 2% say they don’t know. In comparison, a smaller majority (62%) agree the 
war has had serious financial consequences for them personally, although 20% “totally agree”, 36% 
disagree and 2% say they don’t know, see more here. 

 

• Energy saving: 78% of respondents across Europe affirmed that they ‘have recently taken action to reduce 
their own energy consumption or they plan to do so in the near future’. By contrast, 19% disagree with this 
statement, see more here. In Austria, one out of five respondents oppose government mandated energy 
saving measures, which may be necessary due to the Ukraine crisis. Despite a majority of the population 
support the energy saving measures, 67% of Austrians prefer those actions focused on reducing 
lightening of public buildings, rather than measures affecting them more directly, see more here.  

 

• The cost-of-living crisis and the surge of energy price among the top priorities: In Ireland, topping 
the list of issues to be addressed is the cost-of-living (73%) and housing crises (52%). The war in Ukraine 
is seen as fifth-ranked priority that voters believe the government should deal with (4%), see source; In 
Italy, 51% of Italians respondents would like to lift sanctions on Russia after the surge in gas prices and 
inflation, while 44% are against, see source; Lastly, 33% of residents in rural parts of Denmark is very 
concerned about increasing energy prices, a larger proportion than in cities (25%), based on a recent poll. 

  

• Ukrainians in the Member States divided over their future: The 2022 Displacement Surveys of 
Ukrainian in the EU show a compound and miscellaneous picture. A good quarter of the Ukrainians who 
fled the war in Finland want to remain in the country. On the other hand, a third said they return to Ukraine 
after the end of the war or sooner, see survey. Another survey in the Netherlands shows that 29% of the 
Ukrainian refugees plan to remain there after the end of the war; whereas, 40% want to return to Ukraine, 
see source; Besides, a Slovakian poll highlights that nearly half of Ukrainian refugees crossing back to 
Ukraine from Slovakia intend to remain, see source.  

 
 

DG Communication’s Public Opinion Monitoring Unit informs about relevant public opinion insights and 
analysis focussing on multi-country surveys as well as on survey conducted in individual Member States. 

We welcome all comments and input to our work. 
If you want to know more about what the Public Opinion Monitoring Unit can do for you in this time of 

crisis, please contact: 
Philipp M. Schulmeister, Head of Public Opinion Monitoring Unit 

philipp.schulmeister@ep.europa.eu or dgcomm-pom@europarl.europa.eu 

https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2693
https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2693
https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2693
https://www.unique-research.at/post/profil-umfrage-unterst%C3%BCtzung-von-energiesparma%C3%9Fnahmen
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/sunday-independent-poll-sinn-fein-remains-the-most-popular-party-in-the-country-as-coalition-parties-see-drop-41959162.html
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2022/09/04/sondaggi-il-511-degli-italiani-vorrebbe-togliere-le-sanzioni-alla-russia-dopo-limpennata-dei-prezzi-del-gas-e-dellinflazione/6790953/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwivxb6LiIf6AhVCh_0HHdhoDVQQFnoECAkQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thelocal.com%2F20220907%2Fwhy-energy-prices-worry-rural-danes-more-than-those-in-cities%2F&usg=AOvVaw3vLsL_nz0CMBW5yCPf8eMM
https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news/almost-one-in-three-ukrainian-refugees-no-longer-plan-to-return-to-ukraine-will-stay-in-finland-survey-reveals/
https://eenvandaag.avrotros.nl/panels/opiniepanel/alle-uitslagen/item/oekrainers-in-nederland-verdeeld-over-hun-toekomst-een-derde-wil-blijven-maar-grootste-groep-wil-terug/
https://www.iom.sk/en/news-events/1804-iom-survey-nearly-half-of-ukrainian-refugees-crossing-back-to-ukraine-from-slovakia-intend-to-remain-17-aug-2022-en.html
mailto:philipp.schulmeister@ep.europa.eu
mailto:dgcomm-pom@europarl.europa.eu
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EU citizens remain worried about Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and support EU action  
Standard Eurobarometer 97 | September 2022 | source 
Fieldwork: June-July 2022 
  
About 8 in 10 citizens believe that the invasion in Ukraine is a threat to the security of the EU 
(83%). Looking forward, a large majority of the population supports increased co-operation in 
defence matter at EU level (84%). In particular, Member States' purchase of military equipment 
should be better coordinated (supported by 80%). Moreover, according to 86% of citizens, the EU 
should reduce its dependency on Russian sources of energy as soon as possible. 
  
On average, the majority of EU citizens is satisfied with the response to the Russian invasion in 
Ukraine by the European Union (57%). At the same time, 37% are dissatisfied, while the rest of the 
population says they don’t know. 

 
When asked to rate a series of measures taken by the EU following Russia’s invasion, the most 
popular action is providing humanitarian support to the people affected by the war 
(supported by 92%). In addition, people are also predominately in favour of welcoming in the EU 
people fleeing the war (90%), providing financial support to Ukraine (81%), imposing economic 
sanctions on the Russian government, companies and individuals (78%), banning state-owned 
media such as Sputnik and Russia Today from broadcasting in the EU (70%) and financing supply 
and delivery of military equipment to Ukraine (68%). 
  

https://europa.eu/eurobarometer/surveys/detail/2693
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In face of the energy crisis, almost nine in ten respondents (87%) agree that the EU should invest 
massively in renewable energies. Similar proportions agree that the EU should reduce its 
dependency on Russian sources of energy (86%). EU citizens also predominantly believe that gas 
storage should be rapidly filled up in EU countries to allow uninterrupted gas supply during winter 
(86%) and that ‘increasing energy efficiency in buildings, transports and goods will make us less 
dependent from energy producers.  
 
Fault Lines: Global Perspectives on a World in Crisis 
Open society foundations | 07-09-2022 | Source 
Fieldwork: 22/07/2022-15/08/2022 
 
While Russia’s invasion was the second-highest concern globally, that perception was particularly 
pronounced in Eastern European and G7 countries, with the notable exception of the United States. 
Fifty percent of respondents in Japan included Ukraine as a top three issue, 45% in Poland, and 39% 
in the Great Britain. That view dropped to 21% in Nigeria and India, and less than 20% in Colombia, 
Egypt, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. 
 
Strikingly, only 22% of respondents in the United States listed Ukraine as a top three global issue, 
despite robust American financial and military support for Kyiv. More respondents in Kenya than 
Germany ranked the invasion as a top global challenge (37% versus 33%), and the figures in France 
and South Africa were similar, at 29%. See full results in the table below:  
 

https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/publications/fault-lines-global-perspectives-on-a-world-in-crisis
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The survey also asked participants how the United Nations, NATO, and the European Union had 
performed in response to Russia’s invasion. Ukraine was broadly positive about all three, with 76% 
praising the EU’s response, 54% praising NATO’s actions, and 50% in support of the UN’s. See full 
results below:  
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Support for energy saving measures  
Unique Research | 05 September 2022 | source 
Fieldwork 29 August – 1 September 2022 
Internal translation 
 
Just one out of five Austrians opposes government mandated energy saving measures which may 
be necessary due to the Ukraine crisis. Despite a majority of the population thus being in favour of 
energy saving measures, most Austrians (67%) prefer to see such action focused on reducing 
lightening of public buildings, rather than measures affecting them more directly. Support for the 
introduction of tempo limits on highways was voiced by 35%, setting a maximum temperature in 
offices and schools is supported by 30% and 17% of Austrians would favour maximum temperature 
specifications for private homes.  
 

 
 
 

 
Scepticism towards news on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine  
Gallup International | 01 September 2022 | source 
Fieldwork 2 – 10 June 2022 
 
About half of Bulgarians questioned in a poll by Gallup find the information they receive from the 
media in Bulgaria about the war in Ukraine untrustworthy (50.7%).  The share of people indicating 
that they see fake news every day or almost every day has increased by 12 percentage points 

https://www.unique-research.at/post/profil-umfrage-unterst%C3%BCtzung-von-energiesparma%C3%9Fnahmen
https://www.gallup-international.bg/en/46196/dd%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%87%D0%B5-%D1%84%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%88%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B8-%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%B0%D0%B2%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%82-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%BE%D0%B1/
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compared to from 2018. The primary source of information in Bulgaria is watching television 
(53.1%), followed by social media (22.3%), other web pages (16.6%), listening to the radio (1.5%) and 
reading newspapers (1.1%). 
 

 
 

Support for Russia’s invasion of Ukraine was voiced by almost a quarter of respondents: 23.3% say 
that they would rather approve of Vladmir Putin’s actions in Ukraine, while 58.8% disapprove.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Why energy prices worry rural Danes more than those in cities 
The Local, 7 September 2022 
Epinion, sample 972 source 
 
One in three residents in rural parts of Denmark is very concerned about increasing energy prices, 
a larger proportion than in cities, a recent poll has found. Around a third of people in rural areas of 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwivxb6LiIf6AhVCh_0HHdhoDVQQFnoECAkQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thelocal.com%2F20220907%2Fwhy-energy-prices-worry-rural-danes-more-than-those-in-cities%2F&usg=AOvVaw3vLsL_nz0CMBW5yCPf8eMM
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Denmark say they are highly concerned about escalating energy costs compared to one in four in 
cities, broadcaster DR reports based on a recent poll. 
  
In rural municipalities, 33% said they were “to a very high degree” concerned about increasing 
energy prices. In major cities, 25% gave that response. A similar split is seen for those who said they 
were concerned “to a high degree” (rather than “very high”) about the issue. Here, 34% in rural areas 
selected the option compared to 27% in cities. 
  
There may be several reasons for heightened concern over expensive gas, electricity and fuel in rural 
parts of Denmark. These include a higher likelihood of needing to drive to essential places like 
supermarkets and schools if they are not within walking distance, with public transport coverage 
less comprehensive. Rural housing may also not be on a district heating network and will therefore 
rely on individual gas heaters, which are most severely affected by high energy prices. 
  
In addition to these factors, a larger proportion of the rural population is at retirement age and 
therefore also has reduced flexibility on household income. 
  
People who live in the countryside generally have fewer options at their disposal if they want to take 
steps to reduce energy costs, Steffen Damgaard, chairperson with Landdistrikternes Fællesråd, said 
in comments to DR. 
 
 

 
 
Survey : Trust of people of  Estonia in Kaitseliit volunteer corps has increased 
Baltic Daily, 6 September 2022 
 
According to the latest survey carried out by pollster Turu-uuriungute AS, the Kaitseliit (Defense 
League) volunteer corps ranks eighth in terms of trustworthiness among 28 national institutions of 
Estonia, having risen by three places compared to the first quarter of the year. 
  
Kaitseliit is considered trustworthy on average by 73 percent of those surveyed, while 32 percent 
consider it very trustworthy. The trust balance, or the difference between those who trust and those 
who do not trust, is 60 percent compared to the average of 47 percent for institutions. Only 14 
percent of respondents do not trust Kaitseliit. 
  
There are more than average of those who trust Kaitseliit among those over 64 as well as among 
younger, especially Estonians aged 15-24 with higher education, managers-specialists, school and 
university students, pensioners and rural residents. The level of trust in Kaitseliit is high in all regions 
except north-eastern Estonia and Tallinn. "The noticeable increase in the number of people who 
want to join also shows the level of trust people have in us. Since the beginning of the war in Ukraine, 
Kaitseliit has received nearly 3,700 applications to join," Kaitseliit commander Brig. Gen. Riho Uhtegi 
said. 
 
Out of the 28 institutions under review, the people of Estonia continue to trust the Rescue Board 
and the alarm center and the Police and Border Guard Board the most. (…) There is low trust in 
political parties (25 percent), the church (44 percent), the Riigikogu (45 percent), private 
broadcasting companies (46 percent) and the government (49 percent). 

https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/midtvest/bybussen-og-billig-fjernvarme-er-langt-vaek-prisstigninger-bekymrer?cid=newsletter_nb_nyhedsoverblik-morgen_20220907071548
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Less than 30 percent of Ukrainians who fled the war want to stay in  Finland  
STTEN, 7 September 2022 source 
 Internal Translation 
 
(…) A good quarter of the Ukrainians who fled the war in Finland also want to stay in Finland, 
according to a recent survey by the Ministry of the Interior. A third, on the other hand, said they 
decided to return to Ukraine after the end of the war or sooner. According to the survey, the plans 
were still open for almost 40 percent. Intentions are especially affected by employment 
opportunities in Finland and how the war situation develops in Ukraine. (…) 
  
Those who responded to the survey were highly educated 
  
Almost half of those who came to Finland came from the parts of Ukraine most affected by the war, 
i.e. from the regions of Kharkiv, Kyiv and Donetsk. The Ukrainians who responded to the survey are 
highly educated, and every second respondent has a higher university degree. The most common 
professional groups were experts, service and sales people, special experts and office and customer 
service workers. Most of the respondents spoke both Ukrainian and Russian. About one in three said 
their English language skills were sufficient for work or study. Almost 60 percent of respondents 
were interested in studying Finnish or Swedish. The most common reasons for applying to Finland 
were, among other things, Finland's good reputation, friends and relatives, and employment and 
study opportunities. In addition, many have had some kind of connection to Finland already in the 
past.  For example, 43 percent said that they have friends or relatives in Finland. And almost 20 
percent said they have the opportunity to work or study here, researcher Arseniy Svynarenko said 
at a news conference. 
  
Language skills and bureaucracy as barriers to employment 
  
The majority of respondents said they wanted to work in Finland. However, language skills, 
bureaucracy and challenges in organizing childcare were mentioned as obstacles to employment. 
About one in four of those who responded to the survey said that they were employed. However, 
many are employed in seasonal work on farms, so towards the end of the harvest season, the 
employment of Ukrainians may decrease. Almost all of the respondents to the survey applied for 
temporary protection Of those who responded to the survey, almost all had applied for temporary 
protection. Everyone who applied for or received temporary protection is registered at a reception 
center, even if they live in private or municipality-provided accommodation. Almost all respondents 
to the survey said that they were clients of reception centers, but only less than a third lived in a 
reception centre. (…) 
 
 
  

https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news/almost-one-in-three-ukrainian-refugees-no-longer-plan-to-return-to-ukraine-will-stay-in-finland-survey-reveals/
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Half of French criticize Macron's role in Ukrainian war 
 CE NoticiasFinancieras |  September 2022 | source 
Sample: 1001, fieldwork 6-7/09/2022 
 
Half of the French consider that President Emmanuel Macron "is not up to" the circumstances of the 
war, according to Elabe poll, which also notes a French public opinion less favorable to sanctions 
against Russia and military support to Ukraine. According to the poll, Macron's image regarding his 
ability to face the war has degraded 14 points compared to the beginning of the war six months 
ago. It has gone from 65 % support to 51 % who considered that the head of state was "up to the 
task" of the circumstances. 
 

 
  
The French people's weariness with the war on the EU's doorstep has led to a weakening of public 
support for the sanctions against Moscow and their effectiveness. Seventy-four percent consider 
that international sanctions against Russia are "not effective". 
  
Their impact on purchasing power has taken its toll. Twenty-seven percent (8 points more than in 
the last survey) believe that daily life and purchasing power are more important than support for 
Ukraine and the sanctions against Moscow, and that they should be stopped. Likewise, 32% are in 
favor of supporting Ukraine and punishing Russia, but only if purchasing power does not deteriorate 
too much. In that case, sanctions and involvement in Ukraine would have to be reduced. Forty 
percent of the French (a drop of 6 points) are staunchly in favor of pressure on Moscow and aid to 
Ukraine. 
  
The French are still worried about the war (79 %), although four points less than in April 2022 and 
far from 90 % at the beginning of the conflict in March. Also, 83 % of the respondents believe that 
the war "will last several more months or even years" and 72 % consider that "no winner will come 
out of it".  
 

https://elabe.fr/guerre-ukraine/
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Full report here 
 
 

 
 
ZDF Politbarometer: Continued support for Ukraine despite rising energy costs 
Forschungsgruppe Wahlen | 09 September 2022 | Source 
Fieldwork: 6 – 8 September 2022 
 
Little has changed since previous months with 70% of German citizens in favour of continuing to 
support Ukraine - even if this means higher energy prices for Germans. 21% believe support should 
be stopped with the aim of reducing energy prices. Responses vary substantially between 
supporters of different parties (see chart). Since July, 40% of citizens call for stronger military support 
from the West for Ukraine, while 30% favour not changing current military commitment and 24% 
want a reduction in military aid. 
 

 
 

https://elabe.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/20220907_elabe_bfmtv_les-francais-et-la-guerre-en-ukraine.pdf
https://www.forschungsgruppe.de/Aktuelles/Politbarometer/
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Following grave concerns about the energy crisis (47% voiced major worries), the German 
government decided to keep two nuclear plants on standby which were due to be shut down at the 
end of the year. This plan is supported by 32% of respondents, while 12% believe that original plan 
to take the plants off should have been seen through. The majority of Germans (54%) are in favour 
of prolonging the use of nuclear power further. 
 
RTL/ntv Trendbarometer: Support for sanctions among East Germans is dwindling 
Forsa | 05 September 2022 | Source 
Fieldwork: 1 – 2 September 2022 
  
A study conducted for the latest RTL/ntv trend barometer, examined support for sanctions against 
Russia from an East-West angle and found that only 42% of East German citizens are in favour of 
maintaining all sanctions against Russia. Almost one third of those questioned in the East are 
prepared to lift all sanctions (32%). In contrast, support for keeping all sanctions in place currently 
stands at 66% in Western Germany and just 14% of West Germans could imagine lifting all sanctions. 
Similarly, 65% of East Germans believe that gas should be allowed to run through “Nord Stream 2”, 
whereas only 35% of citizens living in Western Germany support this action. According to this 
survey, about one third of Germans are in favour of supporting Ukraine with heavy weaponry. Again, 
there are differences between East (26%) and West (36%). 
 
 

 
 
Ukraine Response 2022 – Hungary: Displacement Surveys Ukrainian Nationals 
IOM | 08 September 2022 | Source 
Fieldwork: 06-29 July 2022 
 
This survey was launched by IOM’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) with persons crossing to 
Ukraine from Hungary. It presents an analysis of 71 interviews conducted face-to-face by IOM’s DTM 
trained enumerators with adult Ukrainian refugees. Once exited Ukraine, the majority of 
respondents (69%) declared having stayed in Hungary. Almost 28% remained in the European 
Union, while 3% in other countries, such as Switzerland and the US. In Hungary, respondents mostly 
remained in Budapest (76%), while the EU country where people stayed the longest were: Germany 
(40%); Austria (20%); Czechia (10%); Bulgaria (5%); France (5%); Greece (5%); the Netherlands (5%); 
Poland (5%) and Spain (5%). Almost 23% of interviewees declared Kyivska as their oblast of origin, 
followed by Zakarpatska (15%), and Dnipropetrovska (10%). The majority of respondents (79%) 
mentioned returning to the same oblast in Ukraine, while 21% stated going back to different areas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.rtl.de/cms/rtl-umfrage-ukraine-krieg-spaltet-deutschland-in-ost-und-west-5005252.html
https://reliefweb.int/report/hungary/ukraine-response-2022-hungary-displacement-surveys-ukrainian-nationals-and-tcns-crossing-back-ukraine-06-29-july-2022
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Among the reasons informing the choice of a different oblast were insecurity of the locations of 
origin (80%); displacement of families to other areas (13%); and damage or destruction of houses or 
properties (7%). Furthermore, the survey also questioned why people would cross back into Ukraine. 
The majority of respondents declared needing financial (37%) and employment/job (21%) support. 
Many interviewees also mentioned the following necessities: food (18%); accommodation (18%); 
and documentation/consular/legal services (18%). 
 
 

 
 
Citizens prioritise the cost-of-living crisis 
Independent/ Ireland Thinks | 03 September 2022 | source 
 
In Ireland, the war in Ukraine is seen as the fifth most important priority that voters believe the 
government should deal with (4% identified this as a priority). Topping the list of issues to be 
addressed is the cost-of-living (73%) and housing crises (52%). The former has increased in people’s 
priority by 10% compared to a month earlier. Healthcare was identified as the third most important 
issue to be dealt with (17%), while 7% of citizens believe that immigration is a top priority. 
 
 

 
 
Surveys: 51% of Italians would like to lift sanctions on Russia after the surge in gas prices and 
inflation 
Il Fatto Quotidiano | 04/09/2022 | source 
By Termometro politico, fieldwork 30/08-02/09/2022 
Internal translation 
 
For 51.1%, sanctions in Moscow should be lifted "in the face of the surge in gas prices and inflation" 
while 44% are against.  For 24.2% of those interviewed, the sanctions should not be lifted because 
"it would mean giving in to blackmail" and indeed it would be necessary to "be tougher with 
Moscow", while for 19.8% they should be kept "at the current level". 23.1% of those opposed, on the 
other hand, think that they should be removed because, although it was "understandable in 
February to react to the invasion of Ukraine", today "it is better to review the attitude towards 
Russia". Still among the opponents, however, the majority, that is 28%, believe that the sanctions 
should not have been imposed "from the beginning". Undecided and without a precise answer, 
however, 4.9% of the interviewees. 
 

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/sunday-independent-poll-sinn-fein-remains-the-most-popular-party-in-the-country-as-coalition-parties-see-drop-41959162.html
https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2022/09/04/sondaggi-il-511-degli-italiani-vorrebbe-togliere-le-sanzioni-alla-russia-dopo-limpennata-dei-prezzi-del-gas-e-dellinflazione/6790953/
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Ukrainians in the Netherlands divided over their future: a third want to stay, but largest group 
wants to return 
EenVandaag | 07-09-2022 | source 
Sample = 507 
 
A large group of Ukrainian refugees (29%) plan to remain in the Netherlands after the end of the 
war. 4 in 10 (40%) want to return to Ukraine. This is evident from research by EenVandaag among 
500 Ukrainian refugees. The rest (29%) have not yet made a decision. 
 
The survey further showed more than 9 in 10 Ukrainian refugees (91%) suffer from mental 
complaints (e.g.  Panic attacks, insomnia, headaches) due to the war. The majority are worried about 
relatives who have stayed behind in their home country or are fighting there. Nearly two-thirds of 
Ukrainians who participated in the survey (64%) say they experience stress. Half (50 percent) suffer 
from insomnia and more than a third (35 %) suffer from panic attacks. Only 9 percent indicate that 
they have no mental complaints. 
 
Ukrainians are worried about family and friends who have stayed behind in their homeland or are 
fighting there. 9 out of 10 respondents (88%) still have family in Ukraine, almost half (46%) have 
family or friends fighting against the Russian army. 
The painful memories affect their daily activities. Half (52%) indicate that they are looking for 
distractions in order to think as little as possible about the war. At the same time, nearly half (45%) 
feel guilty the moment they do fun things. Almost 84% find it difficult to enjoy themselves knowing 
that there is fighting in Ukraine at the same time. Yet most Ukrainians are confident that their 
country will win the war over Russia. Six months after the raid, 86% still believe in victory. 
 

https://eenvandaag.avrotros.nl/panels/opiniepanel/alle-uitslagen/item/oekrainers-in-nederland-verdeeld-over-hun-toekomst-een-derde-wil-blijven-maar-grootste-groep-wil-terug/
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Nearly half of Ukrainian refugees crossing back to Ukraine from Slovakia intend to remain 
IOM | 8 September 2022 | source  
Fieldwork: 19 April – 31 July 2022 
 
The IOM survey is based on face-to-face interviews with 185 Ukrainian refugees and third-country 
nationals crossing back to Ukraine from Slovakia. 
 
Top findings of the survey: 

• Almost 54% of the respondents reported they were in need of transportation support, 
followed by food, financial support and access to water. 

• Almost half of the respondents (49%) were traveling to Ukraine with the same 
group/household with whom they had fled. The large majority of these (91%) were crossing 
back with immediate family members; others with friends and neighbours or relatives. 

• More than two-thirds (69%) of the respondents left Ukraine in March and April 2022. 
• Around three-quarters (73%) of the respondents stayed for most of their time in Slovakia, 

with the majority hosted in Kosice (36%), Presov (19%) and Zilina (12%). 
• The next two top countries of destination were Germany (10%) and Hungary (6%). 
• Almost 49% of those surveyed intend to remain in Ukraine, while 28% are only returning for 

a short visit. The remainder did not know how long they would stay (19%) or preferred not 
to answer the question (4%). 

 
 
   

https://www.iom.sk/en/news-events/1804-iom-survey-nearly-half-of-ukrainian-refugees-crossing-back-to-ukraine-from-slovakia-intend-to-remain-17-aug-2022-en.html
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Russians grow accustomed to war with public support for the invasion remaining high 
Carnegie Endowment | 07 September 2022 | Source 
 
A recent publication by Carnegie Endowment provides an in-depth analysis public opinion 
regarding the Ukraine crisis in Russia. The article makes use of and critically interprets various 
sources of sociological research and opinion polling carried out across Russia by the Levada Center 
from February to August 2022, as well as the findings of eight Levada-convened focus groups that 
were held from March to May 2022 in Moscow and in three regional centres.  
 
A first important finding is the consistently strong support (70% or higher) among Russians for what 
Moscow calls its “special military operation” in Ukraine have (see chart below). Putin’s popularity 
increased, similar to the change in attitude observed following the 2014 annexation of Crimea.  

 
 
Despite this trend, the article argues that support is less solid than it first seems. This is because the 
war has exacerbated existing divisions within Russian society. Roughly 20% currently disagree with 
Russia’s action in Ukraine. This proportion of the population is more likely to be young, residents of 
Moscow or other large cities, and consumers of news from the internet. Yet, even those people 
criticising “the actions of the Russian Armed Forces in Ukraine”, were still more likely than not to 
support the “special operation.” Only Russians who are opposition-minded in general and do not 
approve of the actions of the regime oppose the war fully. Overall, this number of dissenters has 
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increased compared to 2014. Back then, no more than 10 percent spoke out against the annexation 
of Crimea (compared to 20 percent who disagree with the government actions in Ukraine today). 
 
Russian citizens in favour of the war cite two key beliefs to support their stance. For one, they argue 
that the Russian-speaking population in Ukraine was under threat and second, that responsibility 
for what is happening lies entirely with Russia’s adversaries. Most Russians are convinced that the 
United States and NATO are responsible for escalating the conflict in the Donbas. Even in mid-
February 2022, 60 percent of respondents expressed this belief, a number that was up 10 percentage 
points from November 2021. Notably, only a very small percentage of respondents were prepared 
to blame the Russian side. The article cites participants in focus group as being convinced that the 
West, led by the United States, had long been trying to bring Russia to its knees and surround it with 
military bases. They said, for example, that “I don’t want there to be a war, but it can’t be avoided 
because the United States has come right up to Russia.” Or, “A fight was inevitable. They planned to 
send Ukrainian troops, with massive support from NATO countries, into the territory of the DNR and 
LNR [Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics] and possibly, in [the] future, even into Russian 
territory.” 
 

People’s attitudes to what is happening in Ukraine depend on which sources they rely on for news 
and information. This factor carries more weight than the region where the respondent lives or even 
whether they have relatives in Ukraine. In general, their feelings are dominated by national pride 
(51%) and fear (31%) (see graph below for more details). 
 

 
 
As time passes, people are getting used to the conflict and concern over the war is waning. While in 
March 64% were following events closely, only 55% said that they did so in June. Similarly, the 
proportion of respondents who mentioned events in Ukraine as among the most memorable 
occurrences in recent weeks has halved from 75 percent in March to 38 percent in June. What 
concerns Russians most is the freezing of Russia’s foreign assets (49% or respondents indicated that 
they are concerned). Meanwhile the cancelling of Russian cultural events abroad, foreign companies 
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leaving the country, restrictions on Russian planes and personal sanctions against Russian 
Businessmen do not concern the majority of the population (see graphic below). 
 

 
 
A full version of the article can be accessed here. 
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